Asbestos is a health hazard.

Lily combustible contains asbestos in the form of a filler.

Unfor tanto, asbestos exists.

i.e. routes that really do not force asbestos to change its method or mode of operation

Trigger

Actions required of Zonolite by regulating agencies OSHA, MSHA etc.

Actions affecting Zonolite facilities
1) 25% of workers entered at all existing plants
2) Required to buy work entered
3) Required to be be made entered
4) 2.5% of workers entered at Lilly
5) New asbestos plant issues, has
   Big Than a 17% at (Ann 20%)
6) Enforce Combustible
   Forced to control transinit

Actions affecting Zonolite products
1) Halted from selling products
   in California
2) Effected, halted from selling
   any Lily combustible brand
   product in California
3) Halted from spraying products
   in New York and other
   metropolitan areas
4) Customer began to refuse
   products made by Lily combustible
5) OSHA requires us to label
   all buyers
6) Consumer Product Safety
   Commission takes action
   against product containing
   combustible. Force us to
   stop selling products from
   Lily combustible.